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T

his article discusses a series of optical techniques for assessing the performance of
heated IR windows. The assessment considers the complete thermo-mechanical behavior
as well as the boresight error and image quality of the sensor that looks through the
window. The entire discussion serves as a vehicle for emphasizing the role that fundamental research plays in the everyday mission of APL. We demonstrate that research into the
fundamental properties of matter not only provides insight into the behavior of the material, but often leads to the creation of secondary tools or procedures that in turn can be
used to assess system performance.

INTRODUCTION
Many optical guidance sensors view the outside world
through a protective window of some kind. These windows, which are typically either flat or hemispherical
(dome) in shape, are not merely an adjunct to the
system but rather an integral component. The nominal
properties of these windows are taken into consideration in the optical design of the overall sensor. For missile applications, certain flight conditions affect these
windows (through aerodynamic heating) and hence
the imaging performance of the sensor. Subsequently,
this change in optical performance affects the guidance
of the vehicle in a dynamic sense. Boresight error is
an example: Is the target where the sensor thinks it
is? The issues become more complicated still, because
certain aspects of flight (altitude, speed, angle of attack)
affect the thermo-mechanical impact on the window.
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Obviously, for a sensor that is actively guiding the
vehicle’s flight, the dependence of this boresight error
on viewing angle is of critical importance. For these
reasons, much effort has gone into computer engagement models that incorporate all optical and mechanical aspects of the vehicle/target interaction.
At present, characterization of the performance of
the optical sensor is done “off-line” because it is very
numerically intensive (Fig. 1). Based on certain nominal flight trajectories, an empirical engineering model
estimates the aerothermal heat loads on the window surface. A finite-element thermal model, ATLAS,1 uses
these surface temperature estimates to predict the spatio-temporal temperature distribution T(r, t) throughout
the volume of the window. Given this volumetric thermal distribution, NASTRAN,2 a finite-element code,
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tools such as laser-based ultrasonics. We describe several of these techniques that have led to a series of
NDE procedures. Subsequently, we discuss the application of these techniques to the evaluation and performance modeling of IR windows.
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Figure 1. Current numerical simulation procedure.

calculates stress distributions and deformations of the
window. Finally, numerical ray trace codes are used to
predict the optical performance of the system, which
includes the window as a component. These ray trace
codes use deformation predictions made by NASTRAN
and the temperature-dependent refractive index n(T)
profile within the window to provide detailed information on the point-spread function from which the boresight error and image blur can be obtained.
Each stage of this process has potential for error and
oversight and, owing to its complexity, little insight is
provided into the phenomena directly affecting sensor
performance. As a result, each component of this performance prediction model must be verified experimentally.
Validation of this complex performance prediction procedure, however, is merely an intermediate step toward
the final goal, i.e., the creation of an accurate parametric
system performance model that captures the physics of
the problem and is efficient enough to serve as a component of a detailed weapon system engagement model.
The genesis of the APL Electro-Optical Systems
Group’s role in these efforts was our interest in what
may be called materials science—the study of the fundamental properties of matter. In many cases, this
research has led to the development of tools and procedures that fall into the category of nondestructive evaluation (NDE). Particular applications of these NDE
tools might be considered test and evaluation efforts.
Others may prove useful in production proof testing of
the windows themselves (process control). In short, our
efforts span the spectrum from fundamental research
to applications of direct and significant impact on a
number of Navy programs. We illustrate in this article
the importance of such fundamental research and its
relevance to current APL programs. Furthermore, we
stress that research of this nature is not strictly a precursor to applied work, but by its very nature must proceed concomitantly.

EXPERIMENTAL TOOLS
Through our research into the opto-mechanical properties of materials, we have developed a wide variety
of tools for the test and evaluation of infrared (IR)
windows and materials. In these efforts, we have used
traditional tools of the trade (spectroscopy, interferometry, radiometry) in novel ways as well as more modern
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Fundamental Material Properties Research Tools
These tools are of a more fundamental nature and
form the basis for many of the NDE techniques that
we discuss here. Laser-based ultrasonics (LBU) provides a means of assessing the elastic moduli of dielectric materials at elevated temperatures; interferometric
techniques yield information on thermal effects on the
refractive index; polarimetry provides information on
stress-induced birefringence; and spectroscopic techniques provide emissivity data.
Laser-Based Ultrasonics—Elastic Moduli
As the name suggests, the elastic modulus of a material can be thought of as a parameter similar to that of
the restoring constant of a spring. It relates the amount
of strain (deformation) that a material will experience
when placed under a particular stress (force). Thus,
knowledge of the elastic modulus is important for understanding how the material will respond to mechanical
loads or thermal gradients. Of particular interest is the
behavior of the modulus as a function of temperature,
since this enables prediction of the stress levels within a
sensor window as it is heated during flight. An isotropic
material has two distinct moduli, one each for compression and shear; a crystalline material, depending on its
symmetry properties, may have as many as 21.
We measure elastic moduli using LBU,3,4 a noncontact, nondestructive testing technique (Fig. 2). In this
procedure a short laser pulse (typically on the order of a
few nanoseconds) is focused on the sample of interest. By
choosing an optical wavelength that is strongly absorbed
by the material, the incident pulse energy results in a
sudden localized thermal expansion. The effect is similar
to what would be expected from a mechanical impact:
a traveling acoustic wave is generated which propagates
through the sample to the opposite side, where it produces a very small deformation in the surface (a few
nanometers). A stabilized laser interferometer is used to
detect this deformation. Knowledge of the sample thickness and the propagation time yields an estimate of the
velocity v which in general is related to the appropriate
elastic modulus C by

C = v2 ρ ,

(1)

where  is the density of the material. In the thermoelastic regime no damage occurs to the specimen,
thus the term “nondestructive.” Because of the short
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Besides our interest in sapphire,
we are also using LBU to measure
the thermo-mechanical properties of
other candidate window materials
such as AlON and spinel.7 Measurements of this type also can provide
insight into the impact of treatments,
such as the introduction of defects8
to impede possible fracture.
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Figure 2. Concept of laser-based ultrasound generation and detection.
derivative of the refractive index
with respect to temperature; i.e., the
thermo-optic coefficient. A variety
of methods exist for determining the refractive index
duration of the generation laser pulse, the arrival time
of solids. We have chosen to use a laminar sample
of the ultrasound can be measured very accurately. The
with highly parallel surfaces and measure the interfermethod is termed “ultrasonic” because the excitation
ence pattern between directly transmitted and interpulse is sufficiently short that a very high frequency
nally reflected light. In effect, the sample acts as a
acoustic wave is produced.
solid etalon.9 Interference produces intensity modulaTo measure the temperature dependence of the elastion, with maxima occurring when the optical path
tic modulus, the sample is placed in a high-temperature
length difference between the two paths is an integer
tube furnace. This device, which provides optical access
number of wavelengths,
to the sample for the excitation laser beam and the
interferometer probe beam, can achieve stable temperatures approaching 1700°C.
m = 2L(T)n(, T) ,
(2a)
Applying LBU to the determination of the elastic
moduli of sapphire (the material of choice for missile
where  is the wavelength, L is the sample thickapplications) presents several challenges. Single-crystal
ness, T is the temperature, and n is its refractive index.
sapphire is a mechanically anisotropic material, charAlternatively, one can express this relationship in terms
acterized by six distinct elastic moduli.5 To determine
of wavenumber ,
all six moduli, measurements are made on four samples
that are cut along specific crystallographic orientations.
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the temperature dependence of the thickness of the
sample along the c axis. The refractive index at
the reference wavenumber is also obtained from the
literature.7
Figure 5 shows the experimental estimates of the
refractive index as a function of temperature below
and above room temperature at 1 m (10,000 cm1),
1.7 m (6000 cm1), 2.5 m (4000 cm1), and 4 m
(2500 cm1). As seen here, results match well in the
temperature range where NIST and APL experiments
overlap.
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Figure 4. Comparison of measured and published6 results
for C11.

m = 2L(T)n(, T) .

(2b)

The separation between maxima is called the free spectral range , which is related to the refractive index
(assuming small ) by

1
dn( , T)
= n( , T) + 
2L(T )∆( , T)
d
d[ n(, T )]
.
=
d

(3)

High spectral resolution measurements are used to determine peak locations and hence free spectral range. Our
method of determining refractive index from these free
spectral range data is based on the integration of Eq. 3
between some reference wavenumber 0 and the wavenumber of interest,
n( , T) +

1
p( , T) 
 0 n (0 , T ) −
 ,
2L(T ) 


Polarimetry—Stress–Optic Properties
Photo-elastic analysis is a well-established technique that provides a powerful means of experimentally measuring full-field, real-time stress distributions
in a test article having known photo-elastic properties.10 Commonly chosen materials are optically isotropic but exhibit a stress-induced change in refractive
index, making them artificially birefringent (i.e., the
refractive index varies with orientation of the electric
field). These changes in refractive index are directly
proportional to the applied stress. As a result, measurement of the induced birefringence, together with
knowledge of the stress–optic coefficients (which relate
the change in refractive index to the applied stress),
allows one to infer the stresses in the model.
Naturally birefringent crystalline materials have
refractive indices that vary with crystallographic orientation. For uniaxial materials, such as sapphire, there
are two distinct indices of refraction known as the ordinary no and extraordinary ne. As with optically isotropic
materials, sapphire exhibits an induced birefringence
that is proportional to the applied stress.
Stress-induced birefringence can be measured using
either a linear or circular polariscope. A linear polariscope provides information on both the principal stress

(4)

where p is the number of maxima between 0 and . Our
method is insensitive to noise in the data because we do
not need to know the exact location, just the number of
peaks lying between 0 and . We use a BOMEM Fourier transform spectrometer to make these transmission
measurements. The spectrometer is configured to cover
the spectral ranges of 1800 to 6000 cm1 and 4000 to
10,000 cm1. Measurements are made from room temperature (300 K) to 1000 K at APL and from 10 to
600 K at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
Accurate determination of n(,T) further requires
detailed knowledge of L(T) and n(0,T). Published
data on the thermal expansion7 are used to determine
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Figure 5. Experimental estimates of the refractive index of o-ray
sapphire no from NIST (red) and APL (black).
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differences and the principal stress directions in the test
specimen, whereas a circular polariscope provides information only on the principal stress differences. Lines
of principal stress differences and principal stress directions are manifested as two sets of fringes, termed isochromatic and isoclinic, respectively.
The experimental configuration for a plane polariscope is shown in Fig. 6. Ours consists of an unpolarized light source (HeNe laser,  = 632.8 nm), a beam
expander, a linear polarizer, the test specimen, an analyzer (another linear polarizer with the optical axis
aligned either parallel or perpendicular to the first linear
polarizer), and a viewing screen. The resulting fringe
pattern is imaged with a CCD camera and captured at a
rate of 10 Hz for subsequent analysis.
IR Spectroscopy—Spectral Emissivity
The spectral radiance of a material, LM(, , T), is
defined as the flux per unit projected area per unit solid
angle per unit wavenumber, typically W/(m2 sr cm1),
and is expressed as

LM(, , T ) = (, T )LBB(, T ) ,

(5)

where (, T) is the spectral emissivity of the material,
LBB(, T) is the spectral radiance of a blackbody, and
 is the angle of emission (i.e., the angle between the
surface normal and the emitted ray). In general, the
emissivity is composed of two portions, one specular and
one diffuse. Since the materials in which we are interested have smooth, flat surfaces and negligible bulk scattering, the diffuse component is negligible.
Based on the total power law and Kirchhoff’s law of
radiation, the specular component of directional nearnormal emissivity can be expressed as
( , T) =

(1 − R ( , , T))(1 − exp[ − a ( , T)L /cos ])
,
1 − R( , , T)exp[ a ( , T)L /cos ]
(6)
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Figure 6. Conceptual design of a plane polariscope.
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where R(, , T ) is the single-surface Fresnel reflection
coefficient, a is the absorption coefficient, and L is the
sample thickness. The magnitude of the single-surface
reflectance |R| of a medium (at normal incidence) is
2

R( , T) =

n( , T) − 1
,
n( , T) + 1

(7)

where the complex index of refraction n is composed
of a real part n and an imaginary part k (the index of
extinction),
n(, T) = n(, T)  jk(, T) ,

(8)

and the absorption coefficient is related to this imaginary component through the formula
a(, T ) = 4k(, T ) .

(9)

For temperatures below 1000 K, it is best to determine emittance from reflectance and transmittance
measurements. Emittance is obtained either by applying the total power law or by determining |R(, , T)|
and a and then applying Eq. 6. For temperatures above
1000 K, it is best to determine emittance directly from
emissometer measurements. This has been our approach
for the past 15 years.11 The result is an optical properties
measurement capability that spans the range from room
temperature to 2000 K. Using Eq. 6, along with n and
k values calculated with one-phonon and multiphonon
models developed at APL,12 we can generate theoretical
emissivity curves. An example comparison between theoretical emissivity and the experimental data is shown
in Fig. 7. The emissivity model is used to model the
elevated background radiance of a hot window for IR
sensor applications.

Applications of NDE Tools
We now illustrate how a number of our research efforts
have led to the development of important NDE tools
and procedures. As an example, the spectroscopic studies of thermal emission have provided the capability of
performing imaging pyrometry. Polarimetric properties
are important in assessing the stress-induced properties of
optical windows. Finally, interferometric techniques are
useful in assessing the performance of optical systems.
Imaging Pyrometry
APL has developed methods of measuring the surface
temperatures of oxide window materials, viz. sapphire
(Al2O3), by using a long-wave IR (LWIR) mercurycadmium-telluride (MCT) camera.13,14 This camera
provides spatially resolved (400  800 pixels) measurements of the temperature of a sapphire window as
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Figure 7. Comparison of experimental and theoretical estimates
of emissivity.

it undergoes heating. With the appropriate processing,
these images provide radiometrically calibrated temperature maps of the outer surface. The pyrometry system
has been used for aerothermal sapphire dome heating
measurements in APL’s wind tunnels and for a series
of CO2 laser-heating tests that we shall discuss shortly.
The key optical properties that make LWIR imaging
pyrometry of sapphire possible are sapphire’s near blackbody emittance in the LWIR band (7.4 to 11.7 µm), the
near temperature independence of the emittance (see
Fig. 7), and the relatively constant directional emissivity over angles from 0° to 60°.
Special precautions are required for imaging pyrometry in the presence of laser heating. To minimize the
possibility of stray radiation directly from the CO2 laser,
which would contaminate the measurements, a special
notch absorption filter using SF6 gas is employed. Of
course calibration of the camera with this ancillary filtering (SF6 cell) component is required. This is accomplished by imaging a blackbody over the temperature
range of 50° to 1000°C in 50°C intervals. At each temperature, the average number of counts is determined over
the center of the blackbody image. The measured LWIR
camera counts are then converted to radiance by means
of a linear least squares fit. The last step is to compute
the temperature by curve-fitting the relation between
the normalized blackbody temperature and the computed
radiance.
Wavefront Measurements
There are a variety of techniques for measuring wavefront distortions.15 In the past, for example, we have
used shearing interferometers. A shearing interferometer
is simply a dielectric plate that is tilted with respect
to the incident wavefront (Fig. 8). Because of the
second surface reflection, a replica of the incident wavefront is produced, but this replica is “sheared” or shifted
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Figure 8. Concept of a shearing interferometer (amount
of shear s = L sin(2)/(ns2 − sin2)1/ 2 , ns = refractive index,
L = thickness, and  = tilt of dielectric plate).

laterally by an amount s that depends on the thickness
L, refractive index ns, and tilt  of the dielectric plate.
When this wavefront pair is detected by observation
with a square-law device (detectors of optical radiation
are said to be “square-law” because they respond to
the square of the field), a series of fringes is produced.
The local directional derivative of the wavefront can be
inferred from these fringes. For example, a collimated
beam produces no fringes (the derivative of a constant is
zero), whereas a spherical wavefront produces an evenly
spaced family of straight fringes.
The advantages of a shearing interferometer are that
it is very inexpensive and the quality of the plate is unimportant. Since we are interested only in changes to some
nominal wavefront induced by temperature gradients,
the plate need not be particularly flat or even have parallel faces. Drawbacks to this approach are that calibration is problematic and interpretation of the fringe patterns is fairly numerically intensive. Processing involves
a detection step in which the fringe pattern deviations
are demodulated (much like the demodulation process
that takes place in an AM radio) and a subsequent phase
unwrapping step.16 This latter step is necessary because
the fringe patterns are modulo 2, while the wavefront
deviations can be many times this factor.
More recently, we have been measuring wavefront
distortions using a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor17
(Fig. 9). The principal components of the device are
a lenslet array and a camera located near the focal
plane of the lenslets. The wavefront to be analyzed is
intercepted by the lenslet array, each member of which
focuses a spot on the camera focal plane. Over the
aperture of each lenslet, the wavefront will display an
average tilt. This tilt is manifested in the focal plane
as a lateral shift in the position of the focused spot.
By determining the centroid of each of these spots, a
matrix of wavefront slopes is built up. This is a very
399
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Figure 9. Principle of operation of a Shack-Hartmann wavefront
sensor.

Figure 10. MWIR image produced by a lenslet array. The location
of each focal spot is determined by a centroiding process.

robust measurement technique that is immune to vibration and provides the wavefront slope at temporal intervals determined by the frame time of the camera.
The particular lenslet array that we have been using
(APH-Q-0.866-36.1, Advanced Microoptic Systems
GmbH) is made of fused silica with an interelement
spacing of 0.866 mm (hexagonal close-packing) and a
focal length in the visible of 36.1 mm. Interestingly, calibration depends not so much on the focal length as on
the actual distance from the lenslet array to the focal
plane. The particular distance is not critical, but knowledge of the distance is. This distance can be established
in a variety of ways. One is to simply tilt the sensor by a
known angle, say . The distance from the lenslet array
to the focal plane is then given by D/tan , where D is
the measured lateral shift in the focal spots. We chose to
use an equivalent method of tilting the incoming wavefront by a known amount using a wedge prism.
An interesting feature of the Shack-Hartmann sensor
is that the angular resolution is much finer than the pixel
size divided by the focal length. Rather, if one uses a centroiding technique to assess the focal spot movements,
the precision more directly depends on the number of
gray levels in the camera image. A typical focal plane
pattern for the lenslet array is shown in Fig. 10. During
an actual test measurement, the individual focal spots are
seen to move in response to the wavefront distortions.

APL by the Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering
Group. Optical effects due to these heating and deformation patterns are provided by closed-form analytic
approximations and by numerical ray traces using OSLO
SIX (a commercial design software package from Sinclair
Optics, Inc.) in the Electro-Optical Systems Group.

NUMERICAL AND
THEORETICAL TOOLS
Numerical and theoretical tools provide a predictive
capability. Specifically, ATLAS predicts temperature
distributions based on thermal load predictions from
the empirically based engineering model, and mechanical effects are modeled using finite-element concepts
(NASTRAN). Code development in ATLAS and NASTRAN and the subsequent predictions are provided at
400

ATLAS/NASTRAN
As noted earlier, an empirically based engineering
model is used to estimate the aerodynamically generated
heat loads on the surface of a window. Subsequently,
ATLAS estimates the volumetric temperature distributions. Pyrometric measurements provide an experimental alternative to the use of the engineering model.
Such would be the approach for wind tunnel or laser
heating tests.
Next, these temperatures must be incorporated into a
model that describes the temperature of the entire volume
of the window, not just the surface. As an example, a sapphire dome typically is modeled as six concentric layers of
facets from the outer to inner surface of the dome. Each
layer consists of 944 nodal points that create a total of 914
facets. The IR pyrometric data are used to specify the temperatures of the 914 facets on the exterior of the dome.
ATLAS, using all frames of surface facet temperature data
from a particular test run, creates a volume temperature
profile of the dome versus time. This volumetric thermal
model is used as input to NASTRAN, which then calculates stresses and strains within the window. For selected
key times during the test, the ATLAS volumetric thermal data and the NASTRAN deformation data are used
as inputs to a ray trace simulation that numerically models
the heated, deformed dome.

Ray Trace Predictions Using OSLO
OSLO SIX allows the user to input a complex optical system prescription, to trace rays, and to compute
JOHNS HOPKINS APL TECHNICAL DIGEST, VOLUME 22, NUMBER 3 (2001)
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A PERTURBATION SOLUTION TO THE EIKONAL EQUATION
Consider a dielectric slab of thickness d and inhomogeneous refractive index n(x, y, z) surrounded by a homogeneous material of refractive index n0, as shown in the figure.
The trajectory of a ray in the material, where the ray enters
the material at an angle 0 with respect to the surface normal
at the point (x0, y0, 0), is governed by the eikonal equation,
2
2

 dy    ∂n dx ∂n 
1   dx 
−
= 1+   +   

 dz    ∂x dz ∂z 
dz2 n   dz 


2
2

 dy   ∂n dy ∂n 
d2 y 1   dx 
= 1 +   +   
−
,
 dz    ∂y dz ∂z 
dz2 n   dz 



d2x

where we have chosen to parameterize the transverse coordinates (x, y) in terms of the longitudinal z.
For n homogeneous, the ray follows the straight line, x =
x0 + x1z, y = y0 + y1z, and emerges at z = d parallel to
the incident ray. We define the angular deviation (from parallelism with the incident ray) of this exiting ray by r.
Obviously, for the homogeneous case, r = 0. The coefficients x1 and y1 can be obtained by applying Snell’s law
within the “plane of incidence” (here, the y–z plane).
In the inhomogeneous case, we write n(x, y, z) in the form
of a Taylor series expansion about the incident point:

r





= d

 n 0 cos



n 001

  n0
0 1 − 
 n 000






1/2  .
2


sin 0   



 

Note that r is proportional to n001, which is given by the
initial rate of change of n at the point z = 0 within the plane
of incidence, as shown in the figure. Since we may write

∇n =

dn
∇T ,
dT

where T is the temperature, we see that the ray angular deviation to this order of approximation is proportional to the
temperature gradient at the point z = 0 within the plane of
incidence. In other words, the ray angular deviation is proportional to the surface temperature gradient!

n(x, y, z ) = [ n 000 + n 010 (x − x 0 ) + n 001 (y − y0 ) + . . .]
+ z[ n100 + n110 (x − x 0 ) + n101 (y − y0 ) + . . .]

Plane of
incidence

+... .
We seek a solution to the eikonal equation of the form

0

2

x = x 0 + x1z + x2z + . . .
y = y0 + y1z + y2z2 + . . .

so that the trajectory generally is no longer a straight line.
Substituting these trial solutions, together with the assumed
form for n, allows one to calculate the coefficients (xj, yj;
j ≥   2) in terms of the various coefficients which appear
in the assumed form for n(x, y, z). These coefficients have
simple interpretations. For example, n001 represents the value
of ∂n/∂y evaluated at the incident point (x0, y0, 0), n100 represents ∂n/∂z evaluated at (x0, y0, 0), etc. After some algebra,
one finds that to first order in d, the ray angular deviation
takes the form

various performance metrics (e.g., point spread function,
modulation transfer function, encircled energy, distortion). ATLAS volumetric thermal data and NASTRAN
deformation data of the sapphire dome at an instant in
time can be included in this prescription. The deformations of the outer and inner surfaces of the dome cause
them to deviate from spherical, thus altering the angle
JOHNS HOPKINS APL TECHNICAL DIGEST, VOLUME 22, NUMBER 3 (2001)

(x0, y0, 0)

d

x
∂n = n
001
∂y
n (x, y, z)
y

z

of incidence at the air/sapphire interface. This causes
ray deviation from nominal, which is evident at the
output of the system. The thermal variation throughout the thickness of the dome results in a refractive
index gradient (described in the following sections)
that causes curvature of the ray trajectories. Ray deviations caused by the heated, deformed sapphire dome
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are manifested at the image plane as blur and centroid
shifts. For a nonuniformly heated dome these effects
depend on the portion of the dome through which the
imaging telescope is looking.

As discussed previously, there are two effects of nonuniform heating that we need to consider: (1) nonuniform heating of the window material causes a physical
deformation, and (2) the temperature gradient causes a
spatial variation in the refractive index of the material.
If one begins with Maxwell’s equations that describe
the spatial and temporal behavior of electromagnetic
fields and makes the short-wavelength approximation
(wavelength is much smaller than any physical structure that the field may experience), then one can arrive
at what is known as the eikonal equation.9 This is a
simple differential equation that describes the propagation of a ray of light within a generalized medium in
which the refractive index may vary with position.
The more sophisticated ray trace codes are capable of
describing propagation through gradient index of refraction (GRIN) media. As noted earlier, the temperature
distribution within the window is estimated numerically.
As a result, the ray trace through the resulting GRIN
medium is computationally intensive; the eikonal equation must in effect be solved locally and repeatedly.
So what is the problem with this approach? It is that
these numerically intensive predictions provide little
insight into the physics of the problem. Instead, we
attempt to find an approximate solution to the eikonal
equation within a GRIN medium. Our approach uses
a perturbational technique; we assume that the effect
we are treating is a small variation on the overall behavior of the ray. This allows an analytic approximation
(see the boxed insert) which predicts that the principal
effect is due to the temperature gradient on the dielectric interface rather than the temperature gradient into
the medium. As an example, Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the graded index ray deviations derived from
first- and second-order analytic models,18 as well as
the angular deviation calculated via the OSLO ray
trace program. As seen here, the second-order approximation shows excellent agreement with the ray trace
predictions. These results illustrate the benefit provided by approximate solutions. Although the numerical and analytical results are very similar, the fact
that the ray deviation depends on the surface temperature gradient is not elucidated by the numerical
ray trace.

Rays at position 1

–50
–75
Ray deviation (mrad)

Analytic Approximations to Ray Tracing

–25

–100
–125

Rays at position 0

–150
–175
–200

First-order approximation
Second-order approximation
OSLO

–225
–250
10

15

20
25
30
35
Angle of incidence (deg)

40

45

Figure 11. Comparison of first-order, second-order, and OSLO
computations of ray deviation.

(LHMEL) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton,
Ohio. At LHMEL we demonstrated that CO2 laser radiation heating of a sapphire dome could simulate the aerodynamic heating produced by supersonic flight while allowing a complete set of noninvasive diagnostic tools to be
used. Important optical testing of nonuniformly heated
missile domes was conducted without using a wind tunnel,
thus improving the measurement precision while reducing
test cost.

Experimental Validation of Ray Deviations
The most recent measurements were performed on a
sapphire dome. Figure 12 is a photograph of such a dome

RESULTS
Here we detail some recent results of efforts to validate ray trace and stress estimates. These tests took place
in the Laser Hardened Materials Evaluation Laboratory
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Figure 12. Mounted dome with focal plane
illumination.
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atop a test fixture. In the standard
Spherical
optical layout, a collimated beam
mirror
enters the sapphire dome, passes
D1
through a corrector lens (to correct
for aberrations introduced by the
Shack-Hartmann
CO2 laser flood
Probe beam
wavefront sensor
dome), continues through telescope
heating beam
Lenslet
optics, and then is imaged at a focal
array
MWIR
plane array (Fig. 13). For the LHMEL
camera
focal plane
tests, the configuration was reversed
array
d
from the standard optical layout,
(3–5 m)
CO2 laser
D2
heating beam
CaF2
with an incandescent light source
collimating lens
illuminating a pinhole replacing the
Sapphire
dome
focal plane array of the seeker. The
rays from this point source proceed
Seeker focal plane
Incandescent
with pinhole
through the telescope optics and
light source
the corrector, and exit the system
Figure 14. Schematic of the measurement configuration at LHMEL.
through the heated, deformed sapphire dome as a nearly collimated
bundle of rays with diameter D1.
Relay optics consisting of a spherical mirror and a CaF2
After processing the data from the MWIR (wavefront
lens were used to shrink the diameter of this beam down
distortion) and LWIR (imaging pyrometry) cameras, the
to the diameter of the lenslet array, D2 (Fig. 14). An addiwavefront slope maps were superimposed on their cortional benefit of this spatial demagnification was the conresponding thermal contour maps at particular times for
comitant angular magnification,19 which increased the
each data run. Figure 15 shows typical results, with the
sensitivity of the measurement. Finally, the MWIR focal
wavefront slope arrows scaled to their maximum value
plane array was placed a short distance d from the lens(in this case, 0.793 mrad). As expected, the magnitude of
let array to detect any wavefront deviation.
the wavefront distortion was small near the center of the
Wavefront distortion data were obtained for various
hot spot (where the temperature was nearly constant)
sensor look angles, which allowed investigation of the
and large in areas of high thermal gradients. For the varieffects of the gimbaled sensor looking through different
ous data runs, the maximum wavefront deviation over
portions of the heated dome. For each run, data were
the pupil ranged from 0.5 to 0.8 mrad.
collected for several seconds before the start of heating,
It is also instructive to examine the temporal evoluduring the 4 s of laser heating, and for several addition at a particular spatial location on the dome. The
tional seconds after the end of heating. Imaging pyromspatial temperature gradient produces a spatial gradient
etry provided estimates of the surface temperature of the
in the index of refraction, which causes the rays exiting
dome during these tests.
the surface of the dome to bend. Therefore, there should
be a direct correlation between the wavefront deviation
and the temperature gradient produced by laser heating. The wavefront deviation and temperature gradient
during heating (0–4 s) and cooling (4–10 s) are plotted
Outer dome
surface
together as functions of time in Fig. 16. This shows that
Inner dome
nonuniform laser heating of the dome affects the wavesurface
Input rays
front slopes as expected.

Experimental Validation of Stress Estimates
Telescope
optics
Corrector
lens

Focal plane
array

Figure 13. Example optical layout of an imaging telescope with
a dome.
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In addition to wavefront analysis, measurements of the
full-field stress distributions in a laser-heated sapphire disk
also were performed at LHMEL. For these measurements,
a 725-W CO2 laser was used to heat a 3.2-cm circular section of a sapphire disk. As explained previously, the laser
heating caused localized expansion (strain), resulting in a
circular stress distribution in the sapphire. The laser heating was applied for 4 s, and the stress distributions were
monitored using a linear polariscope. Shown in Fig. 17 is a
comparison of the thermal and photo-elastic images after
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Figure 15. Example thermal contour map superimposed on a corresponding wavefront slope map (left), and an enlarged view of the
pupil area (right).
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Figure 16. Angular deviation and temperature gradient during
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(a)

(b)

4 s of laser heating. A cut through the center of the two
images clearly shows that the greatest stress differences are
found at the steepest thermal gradient, with four stressinduced fringes clearly visible.
Estimates of the relative stress differences  can be
calculated from
=

(c)

150

Temperature (ϒC)

200

(10)

350
300

350

250

(2m + 1); m = 0 ,1,... ,

where m is the fringe order,  is the laser wavelength
(632.8 nm), L is the thickness of the disk (2.54 mm),
and c is a relative stress–optic constant. Equation 10 is  
used to calculate the principal stress differences at the
two fringes. A plot of these principal stress differences
calculated using ATLAS and NASTRAN is shown in
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Figure 17. Comparison after 4 s of laser heating of a sapphire disk: (a) temperature image, (b) photo-elastic image, and (c) linescan
through the temperature and photo-elastic image.
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Fig. 18, using a normalized scale. Overlaid on this plot
is the spatial location of the two fringes, along with the
measured stress difference values. As seen here, there is
excellent agreement between the theoretical and experimental values.

CONCLUSIONS

Normalized stress difference (MPa)

Figure 19 summarizes the experimental validation
efforts discussed herein. A high-energy laser is used
to impress heating profiles in a sapphire dome, which
is a component of an imaging sensor. These profiles
are intended to be representative of the nonuniform
aerothermal heating produced by hypersonic flight. Concomitantly, a number of diagnostic measurements are
performed. Imaging pyrometry provides a quantitative
estimate of the surface temperatures on the dome;
interferometric measurements yield information on

Fringe
location

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Radial position (cm)

Figure 18. NASTRAN calculation and photo-elastic measurement of principal stress differences.

Laser heating

distortions of the wavefront transmitted through the nonuniformly heated dome. Full-field stress measurements
are currently performed on sapphire plates and planned
for the dome. Although not yet performed, actual deformation of the dome can be measured using speckle
techniques.20
Pyrometric measurements provide estimates of temperature distributions that are input to ATLAS. Outputs from ATLAS, in turn, are input to NASTRAN
and OSLO. NASTRAN provides estimates of stress
and deformation. Photo-elastic measurements lead to
estimates of stress that can be compared directly with
these predictions. For estimates of ray bending, OSLO
also requires input data on deformations that are
provided by NASTRAN. Such wavefront estimates
are compared with the wavefront measurements performed by shearing interferometry or Shack-Hartmann
tests. Deformation measurements will allow for experimental validation of NASTRAN estimates. Finally,
deformation and temperature measurements will provide data to be input to our analytic ray trace codes.
These algorithms will generate estimates of wavefront
distortions that can be compared with those estimated
using OSLO and those measured during the tests.
The ultimate aim of all these efforts is a simple,
physics-based, parametric model of the optical performance of aerodynamically heated windows. Our success thus far has resulted from the contributions of
a variety of people having diverse talents. As we
have shown, however, it is not the result of a single
unified effort. Rather, it represents the convergence
of several separate studies, some abstract and some
applied. As such, it is a true illustration of the synergistic roles of fundamental research and development.
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